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Bulletin 215 gives a list of the stamps not recorded with  
perfins and further amendments in 216, 217 and 219. Is it time  
we published a revised list? Have you come across any other  
perfins which will shorten the list of unrecorded issues? Write  
and give me your views on question one and your 'finds' on  
question two. 

*    *    *    * 
 
MEMBERS'  QUERIES 

Perfins On The Stamps of Jersey    Rosemary Smith. 
Some time ago I sent a new identity to Roy which was SCF 9,7,7  
4½mm of the SPORTING CLUB FRANCAIS. It was on a cover from  
Jersey, dated 1979, on the 6d Jersey definitive. 
Roy put this into the new identities and it is in the Tomkins  
Catalogue.  However it has thrown up a number of questions. 
1. Are there any more perfins on the Independent Postal  
Authority stamps of Jersey? 
2. Should these stamps be included in our GB Catalogue? 
3. Will any Independent P.A. stamps of the I'O'Man be treated in  
the same way? 
Please send any comments to the Editor who will liase with Roy. 

*    *    *    * 

GP/Co Perfin      Rosemary Smith. 

In the new identities you will notice that G3970.02 is not an  
'absolute'. Can anyone help? My card is a pictorial advert  
trade card with a ½d EVII stamp dated 18-4-04 and from London E.  
The picture is of the Music Hall artist, Dan Leno. The wording  
is in the form of an open letter from Dan Leno saying how much  
he has enjoyed the "G.P. Government Tea". The official wording  
states that "'G.P.GOVERNMENT" TEA is 1/6d a 1d." 

It was only by looking through a more modern trade directory  
that I came up with 'Grace Products' from the 1904 era in the  
East End.  Can anyone else substantiate this identity? 

*    *    *    * 




